Upcoming Author Events at the Carter Library
New Events Have Been Added

Atlanta, GA .... Here’s what we’ve got lined up for you. All the book signings begin at 7:00 pm in the Carter Museum Theater. They are free and open to the public. A Cappella Books will have copies of each book available for purchase and signing by the author.

Wed. Jan. 28th .. Bryan Stevenson .. *Just Mercy: A Story of Justice & Redemption*
Bryan Stevenson is a distinguished NYU law professor and MacArthur grant recipient who was recently appointed by President Obama to a newly created task force on community policing. The New York Times selected *Just Mercy* as one of the 100 Notable Books of 2014. “[It] demonstrates, as powerfully as any book on criminal justice that I’ve ever read, the extent to which brutality, unfairness, and racial bias continue to infect criminal law in the United States.”—David Cole, *The New York Review of Books.*

---

Tues. Feb. 3rd .. Sheila McCauley Keys and Eddie B. Allen Jr. .. *Our Auntie Rosa: The Family of Rosa Parks Remembers Her Life and Lessons*
In *Our Auntie Rosa* the family of Rosa Parks presents a collection of personal remembrances, reflections, and never-before-seen photos and letters that pay tribute to Rosa Parks’s incredible strength and determination.

---

Thurs. Feb. 19th .. David Rothkopf .. *National Insecurity: American Leadership in an Age of Fear*
In *National Insecurity*, David Rothkopf offers an entirely new perspective into the hidden struggles, the surprising triumphs, and the shocking failures of those charged with leading the United States through one of the most difficult periods in its history. David Rothkopf is the CEO and editor of the FP Group, which is the publisher of Foreign Policy Magazine, ForeignPolicy.com, and presenter of FP Events. He is also president and CEO of Garten Rothkopf, an international advisory firm. He is a visiting scholar at the Carnegie Endowment for International Peace, where he chairs the Bernard L. Schwartz Program in Competitiveness and Growth Policies. **Sponsored by the World Affairs Council.**

---

Thurs, March 12 .. Kabir Sehgal .. *Coined: The Rich Life of Money and How Its History Has Shaped Us*
In *Coined: The Rich Life of Money And How Its History Has Shaped Us*, author Kabir Sehgal casts aside our workaday assumptions about money and takes the reader on a global quest to uncover a deeper understanding of the relationship between money and humankind. Coined is
not only a profoundly informative discussion of the concept of money, but it is also an endlessly fascinating and entertaining take on the nature of humanity and the inner workings of the mind.

---

**Tues. March 17….Joseph Califano…** *The Triumph and Tragedy of Lyndon Johnson: The White House Years*

From Lyndon Johnson’s closest domestic adviser during the White House years comes a book in which “Johnson leaps out of the pages in all his raw and earthy glory” (The New York Times Book Review) that’s been called “a joy to read” (Stephen Ambrose, The Washington Post Book World). **Sponsored by the World Affairs Council.**

---

**Tues. March 31….Jim Auchmutey…** *The Class of ‘65: A Student, a Divided Town, and the Long Road to Forgiveness*

“A spellbinding, deeply sensitive portrayal of the conflicted heart of the South. Through the stories of children who have now become middle age, we see racism crashing into conscience, cowardice transforming into courage.”—Hank Klibanoff, co-author of the Pulitzer Prize-winning *The Race Beat*

---

**Tues. April 14th.. Barney Frank…** *Frank: A Life in Politics from the Great Society to Same-Sex Marriage*

In *Frank*, a candid and witty political memoir, Barney Frank relates his journey from the outskirts of New York City to Boston’s city hall and the Massachusetts legislature, and then to the U.S. Congress, where he played a vital role in the struggle for personal freedom and economic fairness for more than four decades.

---

**Wed.. April 15th .. Terry Alford…** *Fortune's Fool: The Life of John Wilkes Booth*

In Fortune's Fool, Terry Alford provides the first comprehensive look at the life of an enigmatic figure whose life has been overshadowed by his final, infamous act. Tracing Booth's story from his uncertain childhood in Maryland, characterized by a difficult relationship with his famous actor father, to his successful acting career on stages across the country, Alford offers a nuanced picture of Booth as a public figure, performer, and deeply troubled man.

---

**Tues. May 19th .. Alan Axelrod..** *Lost Destiny: Joe Kennedy Jr. and the Doomed WWII Mission to Save London*

On August 12, 1944, Lieutenant Joseph P. Kennedy, Jr., heir to one of America’s most glamorous fortunes, son of the disgraced former ambassador to Great Britain, and big brother to freshly minted PT-109 hero JFK, hoisted himself up into a highly modified B-24 Liberator bomber. The munitions he was carrying that day were fifty percent more powerful than TNT. This is the story of that fateful mission.

For more information, call 404-865-7109. You can keep up with the Carter Library events on the Jimmy Carter Presidential Library page on Facebook and follow the CarterLibrary on Twitter. If you wish to unsubscribe to these news releases, simply email tony.clark@nara.gov and put “UNSUBSCRIBE” in the subject line.